
Test your vocabulary – Test 1 
 

   I work or build with stone 

  I mend shoes 

  I sell hats 

   I am trained to sell glasses 

   I can carry out your sight test 

  I treat minor foot complaints 

   I sell flowers 

   I am an animal without a backbone 

   I perform magic tricks or illusions  

   I write reports for newspapers 

   I travel from place to place 

   I spend money wastefully 

   I am an animal that has a backbone 

   I fish with a fishing rod and line 

   I sing  

   I am a bullfighter  

   I hoard my money and hate spending it 

   I am a cold-blooded animal 

   I am seeking a job 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Word bank 

miser     chiropodist     optician     candidate     conjuror 

amphibian     invertebrate     florist     cobbler     milliner 

matador     journalist     angler     vocalist     mason 

spendthrift     optometrist     vertebrate     nomad 
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Test your vocabulary - Test 1 Answers 

 

   I work or build with stone 

  I mend shoes 

  I sell hats 

   I am trained to sell glasses 

   I can carry out your sight test 

  I treat minor foot complaints 

   I sell flowers 

   I am an animal without a backbone 

   I perform magic tricks or illusions  

   I write reports for newspapers 

   I travel from place to place 

   I spend money wastefully 

   I am an animal that has a backbone 

   I fish with a fishing rod and line 

   I sing  

   I am a bullfighter  

   I hoard my money and hate spending it 

   I am a cold-blooded animal 

   I am seeking a job 
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